Established in December 2002 to save the landmark Acadia Cinema in Wolfville, NS. Sold over 1200 $100 shares by March 2003.
• Purchased the building with Just Us! Coffee Co-operative in 2003

• Just Us! operates a Coffehouse in the front of the building

• Received an ACOA SCIF grant in April of 2004

• Began extensive renovations in May of 2004
• Opened the Al Whittle Theatre (160 seat multi-purpose theatre) in November of 2004
Received ACOA Innovative Communities grant in 2009

Opened Studio-Z (a 35 seat venue and community space) in 2010

The Al Whittle Theatre became fully equipped to show Digital Cinema in September of 2012
As of June 30, 2012 the ACC had 696 shareholders holding a total of 4,368 shares.